sugarlabs

A member project of the Software Freedom Conservancy
1. What is Sugar?
2. Why should you care?
3. What can you do?
Sugar is the core component of a worldwide effort to provide every child with equal opportunity for a quality education.
Activities extend Sugar, letting you personalize your experience. Take a look around and make Sugar your own.

We Recommend

Speak
by Activity Team

Speak is a talking face for the Sugar. Anything you type will be spoken aloud using the speech synthesizer, espeak. You can "speech" chat with other users and ask any question Speak robot.

4.1 stars 1 review
113 weekly downloads

Updated April 29, 2009

Download Now

100s of Learning Activities

Read
by morgs, Activity Team

We Recommend:

Image Viewer
Search & Discovery
Read
Fructose
IRC
Chat, mail and talk
Turtle Art
Programming

Most Popular:

Labyrinth
Media creation
Tux Paint
Media creation
Speak
Games
Turtle Art
Programming

Newest:

Get Internet Archive
Books
Documents
Physics
Sharing: Sugar users dialog with each other, support each other, critique each other, and share ideas.
The quick brown fox...

Two or more children may type within the same document together.
Reflecting: A “Journal” records each learner's activity. It is a place for reflection and assessment of progress.
Turtle Art Activity at FOSSED

Description:

first lesson in Turtle Art

Tags:

Tutorial
FOSSED

Participants:
Discovering: Sugar accommodates a wide variety of users with different levels of skill in terms of reading and language and different levels of experience with computing.
# Copyright (c) 2007, Playful Invention Company
# Copyright (c) 2008-9, Walter Bender

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
# of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
# in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
# to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
# furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
# all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
# IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
# FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
# AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
# OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
# THE SOFTWARE.

import tawindow
import talogo
import pygtk
pygtk.require('2.0')
import gtk
import gobject

_logger = logging.getLogger('turtleart-activity')
Impact

Sugar is a critical-thinking tool in the context of open-ended exploration and discovery, going beyond the use of the computer as a tool of instruction.
Try Sugar
Join our community

http://sugarlabs.org
For more information

• Caroline Meeks today at 1:30 re SoaS
• Caryl Bigenho tomorrow at 11 re OLPC and the Contributors program